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Puma selet in recent years continued and numerous fashion brands, to show the fashion circle of ambition, this process also bring
more different aspects of design thinking is PUMA, and the Puma Ignite Limitless series is a good example of that, New York
clothing brand Rochambeau in winter 2017 show, let the models wear Puma Ignite shoes, Limitless? The neat outline design by
designers certainly. The author for the first impression of the shoes, uppers quite thin, perhaps the appearance is quite strong,
people mistakenly thought it would be a thick structure, contrast feeling left deep experience, lining material to wear after similar
foam, even still has a comfortable thin coating, plastic fiber pad and elastic webbing, respectively show support and flexible
performance, more in the design of pure tone to the variety of different materials, the Puma Ignite Limitless male and female models
have launched a new color in Taiwan, priced at NT$3980 yuan, with information symex PUMATaiwan official fan club?. 

Rochambeau 17FW dress with Puma Ignite Limitless black shoes?. 

source: Puma / Kicksonfire / HYPEBEAST

is a very bright red color, with a warm, lively, warm and feeling, gives people a very strong visual effect, in front of the Nike Kobe 9
Elite Low in red as the main color, with black as a supplement, let Flyknit technology and its interwoven red flower pattern is more
obvious, the symbol the basketball players are burning morale. In particular, the Logo, Nike logo in the upper tongue, followed by the
signature of the suture, as well as the effect on the bottom and laces have a luminous ink, let this pair of shoes is also very eye-
catching in the dark night. 
Nike Kobe 9 Elite Low - red-4Nike Kobe 9 Elite Low - red-4 

Nike Kobe 9 Elite Low - red-5Nike Kobe 9 Elite Low - red-5 

Nike Kobe 9 Elite Low - red-15Nike Kobe 9 Elite Low - red-15 

Nike Kobe 9 Elite Low - red-9Nike Kobe 9 Elite Low - red-9 

luminous effects Nike Kobe 9, Elite Low - red-20Nike Kobe 9, Elite Low - red-20 

Nike Kobe 9 Elite Low - red-23Nike Kobe 9 Elite Low - red-23 

Nike Kobe 9 Elite Low - red-18Nike Kobe 9 Elite Low - red-18 

Nike Kobe 9 Elite Low - red-22Nike Kobe 9 Elite Low - red-22 

luminous nine suture ink in the shoe heel of Achilles tendon 
shoes on both sides with carbon fiber pad imitation Kobe outsole sole pressure distribution notch

many people will think that for many brands in 90s is the shoes of the golden age, the various brands have launched many classic
works, with the brand name of street basketball started in the year 1 And launched by Stephon Marbury endorsement style, as the first
and 1 And signed NBA star, the the shoes with good practical performance and low price, popular shoe fan favorite, now copy the
successful model of Tai Chi, it is said that next year will start And 1 Stephon Marbury Mid engraved, love friends, please wait for the
following message. 

news source: nicekicks

Vans OTW famous skateboard brand Tesella series recently introduced a new type, selection of suede fabric to create the logo
woven shoes, and add the duck BDU as vamp pattern design, collocation of deep blue breathable tongue and laces, lace especially
use wax treatment add to the overall texture, while both the antifouling and waterproof function, finally equipped with white Ultracush?
Lite outsole provides comfortable wearing feeling. This style can be purchased by Vans at $100. 

source: EUKICKS

Nike Kobe A.D. 'Hyper Violet' Taiwan area was sold at a particular store in May 5th at a price of $5400. Nike Baksetball Taiwan has



been published in the Facebook store, intends to start prospecting shoe please refer to the following links in the actual information,
selling way and place to store transaction mechanism please announcement, more shoes sell messages can also be a reference
station listing report. 

Nike.com Taiwan official website (9 a.m. on sale) 

source: Nike

The build of 
Nike Agassi Nike for American tennis star Air Tech Challenge II has launched a number of engraved color, now ushered in the new
color, the overall use of a variety of rich colors to appear, such as the color of white, blue, black, pink and so on, to create a very eye-
catching image, full of fresh sense of tennis. 

news source: end
?

mentioned the shark inspired shoes. What did you think of at the first time? The animals show their ability in the deep sea and
dominate the sea. From the past to the present, through the shark's imagination, designed a lot of fine with its shoes. Nice Kicks, a
foreign web site, picked out the ten big shoes that they thought were shark inspired and looked at the list of hits that hit their hearts! 
Sneaker, Freaker, x, PUMA, Blaze, of, Glory, Sharkbait 

because the Sneaker Freaker headquarters is located in Australia, so in cooperation with PUMA, we will directly link the shark
images in the ocean and design Blaze of Glory 'Sharkbait'. In addition, the shoes also comes with the use of turquoise shark teeth to
create styling accessories. 
Nike Zoom Kobe VII 'Shark' 
When 
Nike Zoom Kobe VII launched a series of animal print versions, he chose the animals in the land and sea to dominate the design, just
in conformity with the role of Kobe Bryant on the field. Zoom Kobe VII 'Shark' prints the feel of the ocean on the vamp, with shark
marks on the heels, marking the beginning of the supremacy of the sea. 
Nike Zoom Hyperflight PRM 'Shark' 
Zoom Hyperflight PRM last year, when the introduction of tiger, lion and shark version of the animal. The Zoom Hyperflight PRM
'Shark' shoe is made of gray and blue layers. From the top view, the shoe looks like a live shark, ready to hunt prey. 
Bathing, Ape, Asta, 1st, Camo, Shark 
A Bathing Ape recently introduced shoes with patterns and inspired by the Second World War fighter fighter, which is known for its
shark look and sharp tooth painting. 
Nike, Air, Foamposite, One, Great, White, Custom 
Even if this is 
customized version, but Air Foamposite One 'Great White Custom' but also fully embodies the shark's appearance, and the Zoom
Hyperflight PRM "Shark", through the gradually layer colors will show remarkably like the true shark skin. 
adidas ZX 500 'Shark' 

will mean fierce sharks

in May with the timing, the hot summer is coming this summer, the design team Jordan Brand for Air Jordan 1 Retro '86 with fresh
pure white coat collocation, summer air Air Jordan Wings Logo with yellow orange and shoes behind, simple tonal collocation with
some ancient flavor, very good-looking. Overseas is expected to be listed in June 21st, the price of 130 U. S. dollars, model:
644490-115. 

source: SNEAKER FREAKER
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